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friends that had severally subscribed for them. Of this first edition 
but few copies were printed. Another, containing one hundred and 
sixteen cuts, appeared in 1602, and yet another in 1617. 

My copy is of the first edition and is also a presentation copy 
from Taurellus. On the reverse of the title six lines of MS. had 
been thoroughly blotted out. Careful erasure brought the greater 
part of the inscription to light: 

(Nobilissimo et eru)dito v(ir)o D. 
Jacobo P6mero senatori Noric. 
prudentissimo ( ) 
dolo suo et r(ectori) 

Clar(issimo) 
dd(edit A)u(thor). 

To Jacobus P6merus the thirtieth emblem is dedicated. 'Pomerus' 
is probably the Latinized form of Baumgartner, a family that long 
took a leading part in the affairs of Niirnberg. Of this Jacob Poemer 
or Baumgartner I have not been able to learn more than is given 
by J6cher ('Gelehrten-Lexicon,' ed. 1747) in the brief biography of 
his son Albert Poemer (b. 1597). Jacob was 'Rathsherr' in Niirn- 
berg and 'scholarcha' at Altdorf, i. e., Rector of the Academy, after- 
wards the University, of Altdorf, in which Taurellus was Professor 
of Medicine from 1580 until his death. 

WILLIAM ROMAINE NEWBOLD. 
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA. 

DISCUSSION 
'PURE EXPERIENCE' AND THE EXTERNAL WORLD 

THAT knowledge as a self-transcendent function, or as a refer- 
ence to a reality beyond itself, can be reduced to terms of 

immediate experience is a conviction that has animated many a 
writer on philosophical topics. It is the source of Hume's protest 
against the complacent pretensions of rationalism, it is responsible 
for the 'permanent possibilities of sensation' advocated by John 
Stuart Mill, it motivates the opposition of neo-Kantianism against 
the claims of an experience-transcending function such as the trans- 
cendental ego, and it lies at the basis of phenomenalistic doctrines 
such as those of Karl Pearson and Ernst Mach. In the 'radical 
empiricism' of Professor James appears the latest instance of this 
theory, in revised and corrected form. Nearly every shade of doc- 
trine, from common-sense dualism to absolute idealism, involves this 
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objective reference and is thus rendered ungeniessbar to the thor- 
oughgoing empiricist; and so it is proposed to construct the world 
out of 'pure experience,' thus virtually eliminating this objection- 
able feature of external reference. 

In this paper it is not proposed to determine whether the concept 
of pure experience has any validity whatever, or, more specifically, 
whether on the basis of epistemology we are entitled to postulate 
pure experience; the purpose is the more limited one of advancing 
certain reasons why the attempt to reduce everything to this one 
category must be considered futile. These reasons reduce down to 
what the writer considers to be the main difficulty of the position, 
viz., its solipsistic tendency. I shall confine myself to the position 
as stated by James in recent numbers of this JOURNAL (I., Nos. 18, 
20, 21). 

What is pure experience? If this question, says James, means 
to inquire what sort of general 'stuff' constitutes experience, it rests 
upon a misapprehension. "It is made of that, of just what appears, 
of space, of intensity, of flatness, brownness, heaviness, or what not" 
(p. 487). "The instant field of the present is at all times what I 
call the 'pure' experience. It is only virtually or potentially either 
object or subject as yet. For the time being it is plain, unqualified 
actuality or existence, a simple that" (p. 485). Whether such a bit 
of pure experience shall be classified as a subjective state or as a 
physical object depends entirely upon the context in which it is 
taken. Thus the perception or image of a tree that has been blown 
down, if taken as coming in at the end of a series of volitions, emo- 
tions, recollections, fancies, etc., is classified as a subjective state; 
if taken as a member of the series in which wind, rain, thunder, etc. 
-all reducible to pure experience-form a part, a series which if 
continued would involve the gradual disintegration of the uprooted 
tree, then it is classified as a physical object. Subjective state and 
physical object, then, are but classificatory terms, symbolizing the 
fact that there exist series or lines of continuously joined experiences 
which intersect each other at various points. 

The first difficulty which I wish to urge is that the theory makes 
no provision for the knowing of this second or 'objective' series. 
How can we become aware of its existence, without introducing an 
element essentially alien to pure experience? To recur to the former 
illustration, we may have seen the tree before the storm, we may 
see it as it lies prostrate, and we may visit it from time to time while 
the process of decay is going on. But however often we may cross 
the objective line, the intersections lie upon the subjective line as 
well, and that they simultaneously form part of a second line could 
not, it would seem, ever occur to us, because this second line is not 
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given completely. To argue that these fragmentary parts of the 
second line betray their peculiar affinities or relationships in the fact 
that they have laws or modes of behavior of their own, would be- 
token a misconception of the point at issue. We can not appeal to 
their orderliness or to their 'objective' characteristics of whatever 
sort; for the images or ideas in which such qualities are known are 
not primarily representations of other realities, but are themselves 
bits of pure experience, and so must be assigned to the 'subjective' 
order. If I leave my room when the fire is burning brightly in the 
grate, and return to find it burning low, the thought of a series of 
continuous perceptions uniting the two perceptions of the fire simply 
comes in at the end as an additional item of pure experience, and 
in no wise connects the two perceptions in question, separated as 
they are by an interval of time and by a stretch of more or less ir- 
relevant intervening experiences. On the basis of this theory there 
seems to be no room for any other interpretation. 'Pure' experi- 
ence and undefiled might reasonably be expected to keep itself un- 
spotted from the vulgar assumption of an external world. 

That this criticism would apply to the account given by an atom- 
istic psychology would probably be pretty generally admitted, but in 
this case it would no doubt be maintained that the conception of 
experience as continuous and the recognition of 'feelings of relation' 
make all the difference in the world. With regard to the matter in 
hand, it appears to me that these addenda and corrections make no 
difference whatever. Unless the factor of objective reference is in- 
troduced de novo, the philosophy of pure experience must inevitably 
end in solipsism. That this implication is not realized is due to the 
fact that the theory plays fast and loose with the concept of objective 
reference. On the one hand it is insisted that experience never 
transcends that which is present to consciousness. The 'pointing' 
of thought to realities not present is reduced to a 'procession of 
mental associates and motor consequences'; it simply indicates that 
if both the present conscious content and the subsequent states were 
visible to an outside observer it would be seen that the present con- 
tent will, as a matter of fact, lead continuously to a 'remoter state 
of mind, which either acts upon the reality or resembles it.' On the 
other hand, however, the feelings of relation are put to uses which 
virtually enable the individual to transcend the immediate present. 
The feelings of relation are represented as running out into the 
fringe, as leading us on, as 'pointing' in a given direction, much as 
a compass points to the north, yet never gets out of the box that 
encloses it. The thought thus never transcends itself, yet it feels 
the 'pull' of the enfringing setting, and it follows on, in this direc- 
tion or that, as a blind man responds to the pull on the string by his 
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dog. In this ingenious representation the spatial metaphor of a 
relation reaching out, pointing towards, leading on, becomes, by the 
irrepressible suggestion which it conveys of a beyond, a workable 
substitute for, or rather a disguised form of, the objective reference 
which was rejected at the outset. The feelings of relation, which 
are given in the specious present only in connection with their terms, 
are by an unwarrantable process made to connect the specious pres- 
ent as a whole with other contents not present to consciousness. The 
living unity of experience, upon which James insists so effectively 
as against atomistic psychology, is broken up into abstract parts, and 
the feelings of relation, the existence of which depends upon the 
existence of their terms, are represented as detached from these 
terms. So long as a relation is given with its terms the whole is a 
matter of the immediately present, and there is no suggestion of a 
beyond. It is only when these feelings are brought in as apart from 
their terms that the quasi-reference is made to seem possible. This 
isolation of the feelings is accomplished by representing the unitary 
conscious state, which cognizes the relation and its terms in one 
indivisible act, as made up of three successive and hence isolable 
states, one of which is the feeling of relation. To illustrate, in the 
'Principles of Psychology,' the chapter on the 'Stream of Thought' 
maintains that the experience of 'thunder-breaking-in-upon-silence' 
presents the two terms, thunder and silence, together with the rela- 
tion of contrast, to one indivisible pulse of consciousness, or single 
segment of the mental stream. But in the chapter on 'Discrimina- 
tion,' experiences of this sort, stated in generalized form, are said 
to present "first 'm,' then 'difference,' then 'n-different-from-m.' 
The several thoughts, however, to which these three several objects 
are revealed, are three ordinary 'segments' of the mental 'stream.' '' 
Previous experience no doubt does affect subsequent experience, but 
unless this modification takes the form of relations cognized, however 
dimly, as relations, we are shut in to solipsism beyond all hope of 
deliverance. That they can be so cognized, detached from their 
terms, may be deemed possible from the standpoint of atomism, but 
is not possible from the standpoint of a psychology like that of 
James. 

In the second place, does James succeed in providing a numer- 
ically identical world for the various percipients? The temptation 
to make an advance on his 'exposed flank' in his discussion of the 
'conterminousness of different minds' (p. 564) is too strong to be 
resisted. Unless each percipient is to dwell in a world apart, there 
must be points in his experience which are not simply precisely 
similar to, but numerically identical with, corresponding points in 

1 Compare, 'Principles of Psychology,' I., 240, and I., 498. 
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the experience of other percipients. We are told that "if one and 
the same experience can figure twice, once in a mental and once in 
a physical context, one does not see why it might not figure thrice, 
or four times, or any number of times, by running into as many 
different mental contexts, just as the same point, lying at their inter- 
section, can be continued into many different lines" (p. 566). But 
in the 'Principles of Psychology' (Vol. I., pp. 229-237) it is shown 
that no state of consciousness can be exactly duplicated within the 
experience of an individual, and it would appear that essentially the 
same proof will apply in comparing the experience of different indi- 
viduals. In order to make out numerical identity, as regards the 
experience of different individuals, it is necessary to establish precise 
similarity somewhere; whereupon 'pragmatic' principles will war- 
rant us in proclaiming them so far forth one and the same. That 
the perceptions of physical objects by different individuals are neces- 
sarily different seems to be admitted by James, but he contends that 
in the perceptions of space there may be numerical identity. This 
seems a hard doctrine. Is it not true that the perceptions of space 
are, psychologically considered, every bit as different as are percep- 
tions of objects? The space-relations which appear in visual per- 
ception are not apprehended from the point of view of some 'abso- 
lute' or arbitrarily chosen point, as in geometry, but depend always 
upon the position of the eye. So long as the several subjects are 
not in precisely the same position, all the corresponding relations in 
the spatial perceptions of two observers viewing the same expanse 
must differ from each other. Besides, the space we see is not merely 
empty space, but always involves a colored background, and hence it 
seems to follow that, if the perceptions of different observers of an 
object can not be precisely similar, the same must hold true of spatial 
perceptions. It may be true that the perceptions of different ob- 
servers can have corresponding elements which are indiscernible, 
even though it be impossible that any two perceptions as wholes 
should be precisely similar. But if so, it must not be overlooked that 
these corresponding elements are obtained by abstraction. As ele- 
ments in concrete wholes they can not be identical, unless the wholes 
are identical. With all deference I may venture to suggest that the 
error of Kant in the 'Transcendental Esthetic' is repeated here, 
viz., the substitution of geometrical for psychological space. It 
seems pertinent also to ask whether an identity which is confined 
to the most barren element in experience, and so does not apply to 
the qualitative content which essentially constitutes all that is of 
value in life, is much of a contribution to the task of uniting in 
thought the aggregate of individuals in one common world. 

Lastly, there remains the question as to the kind of reality as- 
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cribed to those parts of the 'objective' series which are not experi- 
enced by any finite individual. Are they simply 'possible experi- 
ences,' in Kant's phrase, or are they actually realized in some con- 
nected experience? If the former is meant, all the objections 
brought against Kant's 'mogliche Erfahrung' and Mill's 'permanent 
possibilities of experience' would seem to be applicable; if the latter 
is intended, we have a partial inclusion within an experience of a 
higher order, the difficulties of which view seem fully as great as 
those which may be urged against the complete inclusion of absolute 
idealism. The essential feature of this difficulty has just been dis- 
cussed. It asserts that 'a term taken in another relation must needs 
be an intrinsically different one,' as James himself phrases it. This 
assertion concerns the inmost nature of conscious existence and can 
not be brushed aside so easily as James seems to do. The extent to 
which the inclusion occurs-or, if this language seem objectionable, 
the extent to which there is numerical identity of elements-is quite 
immaterial, the real difficulty being the question how such an iden- 
tity is possible at all. To conclude, the philosophy of pure experi- 
ence does not account for our awareness of a world beyond our indi- 
vidual experience; and it also fails to show how there can be a world 
that is common to a multiplicity of individuals. It is much to be 
desired that the more detailed presentation of James's doctrines in 
his long-awaited work on metaphysics will soon be forthcoming. 

B. H. BODE. 
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN. 

REVIEWS AND ABSTRACTS OF LITERATURE 

Psychology: An introductory study of the structure and function of 
human consciousness. JAMES ROWLAND ANGELL. New York, Henry 
Holt & Co., 1904. Pp. 402. 
Text-books in psychology may be divided roughly into three classes. 

The first consists of superficial systems of definition and classification 
which give the reader the false impression that he knows the subject. 
The books of the second class consist of original sketches on selected 
processes, or new theories, which leave the reader fascinated with the 
material, but without power of orientation in the subject as a whole. 
The books of the third class consist of systematic and well-balanced ele- 
mentary statements of the facts, but so condensed that the reader must 
either have the guidance of a teacher or have access to treatises and 
original sources. The book before us is of this last class. That makes 
it preeminently a text-book to be used by a teacher in class work, and it 
is from this point of view that the present reviewer will consider it. 

The author regards psychology as descriptive and explanatory. "The 
psychologist's explanations consist chiefly in showing how complex 
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